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Medical Hydraulic Emergency Transfer Folding 

Stretcher 

 

Welcome to wholesale and buy customized 

Medical Hydraulic Emergency Transfer Folding 

Stretcher from our factory. You can rest assured to 

buy discount product from us. We look forward to 

cooperating with you, if you want to know more, 

you can consult us now, we will reply to you in 

time! 

  

 

 

Product Description 

SAE-TC-03 Medical hydraulic emergency transfer folding stretcher 

We insist over the principle of improvement of 'High good quality, Effectiveness, Sincerity and 

Down-to-earth working approach' to deliver you with excellent company of processing for 

Hot-selling China Ce ISO Medical Hydraulic Emergency Transfer Folding Stretcher 

Manufacturers & Suppliers, Our corporation has been devoting that "customer first" and 

committed to helping shoppers expand their small business, so that they become the Big 

Boss ! 

 

Hot-selling China Ce ISO Medical Hydraulic Emergency Transfer Folding Stretcher,  Medical 

Equipment, Profession, Devoting are always fundamental to our mission. We've got always 

been in line with serving customers, creating value management objectives and adhering to 

the sincerity, dedication, persistent management idea. 

 

Product Display 

 

 

Accessories 

With pushing handle on the head end, With a crank to operate the foot section, With gas spring 

for adjust back section 

Side rails: 2pcs, Aluminum alloy, collapsible 

Back section is operated by gas spring 
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With the middle castor for steer direction, Bumper castors on 4 corners 

 

Detail information 

Functions 

Back section up and down :0-75°( by air spring) 

Leg section up and down :0-45°( by manual crank) 

Height adjust:63-93cm (hydraulic pump) 

Trendelenburg and anti-trendelenburg:0-10°(hydraulic pump) 

Central brake 

Back section available for X-Ray 

  

Advantages 

Two seperated Hydraulic pump 

-It is adopted two hydraulic pumps;Two kinds of pumps can be chosen:Chinese pumps, 

lmports pumps. 

it is used for the height adjust and the trendelenburg and anti-trendelenburg of the stretcher 

surface. 

  

Central brake system 

-The flat carrier adopt the interantional advanced central-brake system ,it is stable and reliable . 

Also , 

the universal /directional castors are configuared ,so , one person can be easy operated 

 

Advanced design 

-From the overall design and manufacture ,the flat carrier can satisfy your requirement with 

more humanization, 

-it is ideal choice in hospital for carrying patients . 

-The main frame structure of flat carrier adopts the high-quality mild steel powder coated. 

-it is beautiful and firm for its appearance . 

  

Available for X-Ray 

-the back section is made of special electric panel which is imported from USA, so it is 

available for X-Ray. 

 

Accessories 

1 pair of aluminum alloy rails 

4 pcs of 5" castors 

2 pcs of Hydraulic pump 

1 pcs of table 

2 pcs of corner bumbers. 

 

FAQ 

1. which products you product? 

Medical bed /medical trolley/home care bed / Electric Adjustable Beds   
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2. How do you ensure the products quality? 

Production/inspection report before your order packed. we have obtained ISO Certificate. 

  

3. How about your after-sale service? 

We have a professional team to responsible for your after-sale service. Once the order 

confirmed, we have professional service follow this order. 

  

4. What is your minium order quantity? If only buy one set to check, whether you can offer the 

best discount price for me? 

Our Minium order quantity is one set. we will offer the best competitive price for each customer. 

What is your delivery time? if the delivery time is urgent, how do you deal with? 

Within 15 working days after order confirmed. If your delivery time is very urgent, we can 

delivery goods in 7 days. We take customer satisfying as our first goal. 

  

5. What's the payment term? 

Usually we accept T/T, L/C, Paypal, and Wester Union. 

Warranty: 1-2 years due to different products, and lifetime maintaining. 

A. Offer door to door service; 

B. We send you free parts by courier and technical guidance by video/call; 

C. We support you free training. 

 


